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Hi, I’m Sara
I help solve complicated human problems by
observing complicated human interactions.
How? By collaborating with multidisciplinary
teams, our observations are synthesized
and turned into insights from which
solutions arise.

In My Role I Wear Many Hats
(and one analyst pantsuit)

Explorer/Interviewer

Analyst

Creative/Strategist

Moderator

Facilitator/Collaborator

Ask lots of questions,
research and observe

Synthesize discoveries,
highlight patterns and
turn them into insights

Problem solve solutions,
prioritize the best ones
and make a prototype

Present users with the
prototype, ask lots of
questions and observe

Empower clients and team
in design decisions by
facilitating collaborative
workshops and charrettes
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Professional Work
 Big Brother Canada

 Gaming Show

 Highrise: Universe Within

Big Brother Canada
Season 4 Website
Big Brother is the reality TV show that
follows a group of strangers living together
in a house, recording their every move. The
Houseguests vote each other out one by one
until there is one remaining guest who wins
the grand prize. Big Brother is broadcast for
a 10-week season, each week consisting of 3
individual Big Brother episodes.

Professional Work – Big Brother Canada
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The Challenge
Get fans and viewers amped up for Season 4 before the premiere and
keep them engaged between episodes.

Considerations

My Role

Create the Season 4 Big Brother Canada website by
building off the general site architecture we created in
Season 3 while also improving the user experience with a
specific focus on the mobile experience.

In my role as Information Architect and User Experience
Designer at Secret Location, I supported the team to:

• Collect and distill learnings from the past season
• Facilitate the creation of personas and user journey maps
• Conduct user research
• Develop app flow diagrams and wireframes
• Create interactive prototypes
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The Solution
As part of our analysis of Season 3, we saw
that the audience interest in the show was
extremely high during premiere week. So in close
collaboration with the show creators, we proposed
that the 2016 season of Big Brother Canada would
BEGIN on a digital platform. The site launched one
week in advance of the show premiere and Canada
had the chance to vote in two of four stars from
past Big Brother seasons - including some famous
stars from the U.S., Australia and UK series.
We kept fans engaged throughout the season with
a constantly updating content hub which included
episode updates, extra footage, and the always
popular free live feeds.
 Process is next, or skip ahead to the results.
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Gather Insights
I facilitated a “download” session where the
team covered a wall in sticky notes, each
expressing an area for improvement from the
previous season. These learnings came from
the team’s own experience, client feedback,
Google Analytics from Season 3 and comments
mined from social media. We synthesized the
data, grouping items into themes.
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Personas and Journey Maps
From the insights we created 3 personas. We mapped out a user
journey for each persona and identified where the pain points
were occurring. From here we all had a clear idea of where the
site could be improved and a bunch of ideas on how to fix it.

Super Crazy Fan
Overly active participant, who often
tries to “game” the website.

“Big” Big Brother Fan (the
majority of our user base)
Loves the show, watches the live feeds
and always participants in Canada
Votes.

Newbie
Someone new to the Big Brother
world, coming to the site for the first
time and is looking for an overview and
quick updates.
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How Have Others
Season 3 users indicated they could
not find “Live Feeds” on mobile.
I conducted some research on
responsive and mobile navigation and
decided on trying a tabbed approach.
Freeing the navigation from the
dark confines of the hamburger icon
provided a clear way to access the
site’s content as well as providing a
consistent CTA to do so.

Anthony Rose, co-founder and CTO of Zeebox
A/B tests drawer vs tabbed mobile navigation.

Mobile UX Designer, Luis Abreu’s article on
the pitfalls of the Hamburger menu and what
to do instead.

James Foster conducted A/B tests to see whether
users understand what the hamburger icon means.
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Wireframes & Prototype
With the team on board with the direction of the
sketched wireframes, I created an interactive
prototype in Axure. The prototype was extremely
helpful in catching user flow issues that could have
been missed in static comps.
The prototype was also great at putting the scope of work in
perspective: what the team had to build was there for us to
interact with and we had a sobering look at what was involved in
actual implementation. The amount of work required to implement
the changes proposed in the prototype were out of scope.
We started descoping, prioritizing what was crucial and what to
add to the figureheaded nice to have list. I gracefully degraded
the prototype until we had something we were comfortable
presenting to the client.
 There are more examples in the appendix
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Design & Development
The clients were happy with the prototype and gave us the go ahead to continue. Due to the
budgetary constraints of the project, and other projects pulling me in new directions, my involvement
was reduced at this point. I acted in a consultant capacity performing UX audits during the design and
development phase.
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Results
Mobile users increased by 12.86%
This season of Big Brother saw the least amount
of overtime from the team. This was due in part
to our past experience with the product, the
amazing and efficient work from our capable
producer and team and my upfront planning and
prototyping which allowed the team to flag scope
issues early and ultimately build a better Big
Brother Canada experience.

Legacy Website:
bigbrothercanada.globaltv.com

Partners:
Insight; Global; Corus / Shaw Media; The Bell Fund

Launch Date:
February 21, 2016

 Jump back to process see how we go here.
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Gaming Show
Gaming Show (In My Parents’ Garage) is
an innovative TV show that takes kids and
tweens into the world of gaming. Jesse,
Julia and Ian, host their own DIY “web
series” devoted to gaming and kid culture.
From Jesse’s parents’ “tricked out” garage
they hang-out, argue about video games,
and shoot cool, informative segments,
including reviews, “let’s plays”, competitions,
and behind-the-scenes, “how do they do
that?” moments.
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The Challenge
Grow a loyal fanbase and audience for the TV
program and increase online traffic to Disney XD.

The Solution
Observing the popularity of creation games
like Minecraft with our target demographic
(age 8-12), we set out on a collaborative,
crowdsourcing video game project, where every
aspect of a brand new game was created and
decided on by kids.
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Phase 1

The Gaming Game Lab
To enable kids in the video game creation process
we built The Gaming Game Lab, an online open
environment where kids could learn, create and
share their assets for a brand new video game.
Regular broadcast segments directed kids to
the Lab where, over the course of season one,
six different custom game asset creation tools
were released. The tools allowed kids to create
everything needed for a brand new game:
heroes, environments, sound, objects, platforms
and villains. In addition to creating, kids could
explore an endlessly scrolling environment
comprised of game assets created by the wider
audience. The space was always updating as new
tools were released and more assets created.
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Phase 2

The Gaming Game
Near the end of the show’s season we
collected the game assets and packaged
them into a brand new endless runner style
game. The Gaming Game is centered around
our hero Cape Boy who must run through
a constantly updating environment freeing
the other heroes who have been captured
by various villains. Once freed, the heroes
join Cape Boy on his quest. These heroes
act as additional lives extending the play of
the game and allow the user to free more
heroes, collect more objects and get a higher
score. This format allowed us to incorporate
a large amount of user generated content
into the final game, plus it’s very fun and
addictive to play.
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Project Breakdown
What We Built

My Role

• An online open environment split into two worlds: a

As the User Experience Designer and Information
Architect on the project, I helped the Secret
Location Team with:

personal space where kids could work on their own
assets and an endlessly scrolling exploratory world
where they could see what their peers had created

• 6 custom made, kid friendly tools for creating video
game assets

• A moderation panel to review submissions and approve
them for release into the expanding world

• The final endless runner game which incorporated the
user generated game assets the audience had created.

• Gathering requirements
• Collaborative sketching
• User flows, wireframes & spec docs
• Client walk through
• Paper prototyping
• User testing

 Process is next, or skip ahead to the results.
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Phase 1

Gather Requirements
I joined the team at the kickoff of the project, after the concept had been crafted, proposed and
won funding from the Bellfund. With the “what” identified it was my responsibility to guide and
facilitate the “how”. Working closely with the project team we created user stories to help inform the
functionality of each creation tool keeping ease of use and simplicity top of mind.
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Phase 1

User Flows &
Wireframes
With a clear understanding of what we
were building, I created heavily annotated
wireframes. Low barrier to entry was
essential in allowing kids to take ownership
of the process, as such this project was a
great exercise in reduction: functionality
and user interface was reduced and
simplified throughout the iterative process.
I walked internal and external stakeholders
through the documentation as the team
raced towards weekly delivery dates.
The 6 creation tools launched successfully
throughout the duration of Phase 1, with
kids creating over 1600 assets in the span
of three months.

 There are more examples in the appendix
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Phase 2

Paper Prototyping &
Play Testing
With Phase 2 rapidly approaching, the team
gathered to figure out what the final game was
going to be. A turn-based, Pokemon inspired,
card game had been loosely proposed to the
Bellfund. We roughed out a paper prototype and
play tested the concept. Happy with the general
direction, we reworked the mechanics slightly to
allow for the inclusion of more user generated
content. We came away with a very unique
platforming, card battling, adventure game.
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Phase 2 (Concept 1)

User Flows &
Wireframes
While fleshing out the idea with user flows
and wireframes, it became apparent our
concept was unlike any tried and tested
games currently in the market. This was
cause for concern for our stakeholders, as
the time required to thoroughly test a new
idea was not available due to budgetary
constraints. So we went back to the
drawing board.
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Phase 2 (Concept 2)

User Flows &
Wireframes
While the focus of the second brainstorm was
still around making a fun and engaging game
that included as many user generated assets
as possible, we were also hyper aware of our
constraints. With that in mind we focused
on game mechanics we could build quickly
and easily, leaving more room to polish and
add delight. We landed on an endless runner,
inspired by Adult Swim’s Robot Unicorn Attack
and framed it around a story that welcomed
lots of heroes, environments, sounds, objects,
platforms and villains.
 There are more examples in the appendix
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User Testing
With a very good looking beta build of the
Gaming Game close at hand we invited five
kids, age 8-12 to come try out our game. I sat
down with the team to identify our goals for
the user tests and crafted a series of tasks
around them. I set up a “pop-up” usability
lab which consisted of testing and observing
rooms. I took each user through the tasks
asking him or her to play the game on a
laptop and then on a tablet. GoPro cameras
and screen sharing software transmitted the
user tests to the second room where the
team observed.
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User Testing
One of the key take aways was that the game
controls were much more difficult to use on
tablet than on desktop. Where desktop took
advantage of a keyboard and could easily be
played single handed, the tablet required the
user to hold the device and tap with fingers
on both hands. This was a severe issue, as our
target demographic identified a tendency to
play more frequently on hand held devices over
personal computers. We were able to rearrange
the layout of the game control interface on
tablet to alleviate some of these issues.
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Results
1600 assets created
in the Gaming Game Lab in 3 months.

Awards
CSA winner – Best Cross-Platform Project – Children’s and Youth

400,000 plays of the Gaming Game
in first 3 months after launch.
Collaborating with the audience in the process
of creating the assets for a brand new game,
and then releasing that game soon after
was a successful way to drive engagement
and audience awareness to the broadcast in
keeping with the for kids by kids DIY theme of
the Gaming Show.

Gaming Game
gamingshow.com/gaminggame

Partners
Banger Films; Family Channel / Disney XD; The Bell Fund

Launch Dates
Gaming Lab: November, 2014
Gaming Game: March, 2015

 Jump back to process see how we got here.
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NFB Highrise:
Universe Within
Highrise the Universe within is an interactive
documentary and the final installment of the
Emmy Award winning NFB Highrise series.
The documentary explores the digital lives
of highrise residents around the world,
and the way technology is shaping human
connections in the Internet age. From intimate
whispers on Skype to explosive political uses
of WhatsApp, this interactive documentary
takes us inside the hearts, minds and
computers of vertical citizens around the
world: from Guangzhou to Mumbai to New
York and beyond.

 Play Walkthrough Video | 03:39
(Links out to Vimeo)
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The Challenge
Create a responsive and innovative experience that hasn’t been seen before in previous
versions of Highrise, or in other interactive documentaries.

Considerations

My Role

Guide each user through a unique, story-based
experience via a digital narrator to create
a personal online conversation, involving
interactive user inputs, short documentarystyle videos and data visualizations.

As the User Experience Designer and Information
Architect on the project, I helped the Team with:
• Collaborative Sketching
• Wireframes
• User Testing
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The Solution
Working collaboratively with Director Katerina
Cizek and the National Film Board of Canada, we
created an immersive experience that guides
the user through a series of short documentary
style video clips uniquely curated to how the user
answers questions about her digital life. Three
virtual hosts, created from 3D-point clouds,
guide the user through the experience, posing
questions on how she uses the Internet as a tool
for human engagement. Based on her answers
a relevant video is played, telling personal stories
from highrise residents all over the world. One
complete pass through the experience presents
the user with 3 of 27 possible video clips,
asks four rounds of questions and ends with
customized, shareable data visualization.
 Process is next, or skip ahead to the results.
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Collaborative Sketching
As this documentary was the vision of Director
Katerina Cizek, it was imperative to work closely
with her and the team from the National
Film Board of Canada. We held numerous
collaborative sketching sessions working out
interactions and navigation that would best
support the narrative of the piece.
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Wireframes
Working from the pile of sketches and drawings
we had created, I translated and documented the
functionality into a wireframe deck. I continued to
update the living document throughout the duration
of the project as pieces evolved and we continued to
iterate and experiment with the technology.
 See the mobile user flow in the appendix
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User Testing
A very non-traditional web experience to say
the least, it was vital to test it with real users
to ensure they could interact. Like many of the
projects I worked on a Secret Location, this piece
didn’t ask the user to complete a specific task.
Rather it was meant to engage the audience
and inspire them to think about the digital lives
of people around the world and reflect on how
technology influences the relationships in their
lives. As such, the tasks and questions asked
during the sessions were more focused on
collecting qualitative data rather than monitoring
the pass/fail of the interface (although we did
observe a bunch of that too).

Setting up a pop-up usability lab, I ran 8 users,
age 23-65 through the experience while our
director and teams from Secret Location and the
NFB observed. We gathered afterward to compile
our observations and form insights which I
documented in a final report.
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Awards
2016 Best Original Interactive Production Produced
for Digital Media

Results
The documentary first premiered at Hot
Docs and incorporated a live performance.
The incredible audience participation
reinforced the documentary’s message of
connecting people in the digital age.
 Jump back to process see how we got here.

Site of the Day Winner

2016 Online Film & Video Best Use of Interactive
Video

Interactive Documentary
universewithin.nfb.ca

Partners
National Film Board of Canada; Katerina Cizek

Launch Date
November 2015
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And Many More
Feel free to ask me about the other
projects I’ve collaborated on.

Personal Work
 Food Rescue

Food Rescue
In April 2016 I completed Acumen and
IDEO.org’s Design Kit: The Course for
Human-Centered Design. The seven week
course introduces the methods of HCD, a
way of creating solutions to complicated
human problems by involving the people
for whom those solutions are intended.
Familiar with IDEO.org’s Design Kit, I was
eager to apply the principles to a challenge
in the area of social change. Partnering
with two new friends I met through
the course’s forum, we worked towards
designing a solution to reduce food loss.

The Challenge
Learn about and practice the methods of Human-Centered Design by collaborating with a team
to solve a complicated human problem. The problem: How might we better intervene in the
moment where food is perceived as surplus but still not expired?

The Solution
Stone Soup Kitchen is a proposed online community where members gather together to share
their leftovers and soon to be expired food in a collaborative cooking and food rescue effort.
Inspired by the story of a hungry traveler who encourages the community to share bits of their
food to create a delicious meal for all, and the online trading community Bunz Trading Zone,
founded in Toronto, Stone Soup Kitchen aims to rescue food that can not be donated.
 You know the drill, process is next, or skip ahead to the results.
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Discover
I visited the Calvary Food Bank and
interviewed, Kathie the volunteer
administrator there, while my team
conducted interviews at Second
Harvest and the University of Toronto
Food and Clothing Bank.
Working remotely we distilled our
finds in a shared Google Draw
document which helped inform insight
statements from which we refined our
“How Might We” question.
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Ideate
The team met in person to ideate
solutions to our question.
With a bunch of ideas to choose
from we voted on which we thought
would be most successful and planed
a prototype.
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Prototype
& Test
I created a storyboard of what
the experience could look
like. We took the idea back to
the folks we interviewed and
gathered their feedback.
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Results:
Stone Soup Kitchen was a fantastic exercise in
Human-Centered Design where I learned a lot
about the methods involved. Collaborating with
my team, mostly remotely, was another great
learning opportunity, where we discovered and
employed many of the readily available online
collaboration tools. On top of that I’ve become
much more mindful about food waste and
continue to look for ways to implement versions
of Stone Soup Kitchen into preexisting systems.

Partners
Team Ubuntu; Acumen; IDEO.org; NovoEd

Course Completion
April 2016

 Jump back to process see how we go here.
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Contact
Thanks for taking the time to look at my work. I look forward to collaborating with you.

Here’s how to reach me:
 I’m currently in Toronto, Canada
 sarascheuermann@gmail.com
 LinkedIn
 Twitter

Appendix

Big Brother Canada Season 4 Website Prototype Examples

Click Axure prototype above, to play a demonstration of the voting interface.

 Head back to the project.

Demonstration of the responsiveness of the prototype and the voting interface on mobile.
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Gaming Game Lab Wireframe Examples

 Head back to the project.
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Gaming Game User Flow & Wireframe Example

 Head back to the project.
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Highrise Mobile User Flow

 Head back to the project.
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